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worlds:the world o[ Nature and the world of words.t
These places of dwelling are central to how we under-

stand ourselves and to how we live. We are, in different senses,
both created by them and creators o[ meaning with them. Of
these two worlds. the world o[ Nature takes precedence, because
its diverse facets are at stake. It is my concern for Nature, human
and otherwise, that motivates my interest in language.

A widespread and largely false assumption about
language is that it is a neutral, unambiguous set o[ symbolsfor
representing the world, from which it is independent. That is to
say, that the words we use stand for things and events in the
world, and the ways we anange the words stand for how those
things and events relate to each other. This, however, is a
dualistic and positivistic notion of language which sees it as a
sort of mathematical calculus, where truth can be 4rrived at only
i[ the labels are correctly applied and a'll the calculations
properly executed. The reality of language (admittedly a risky
phrase in this contexr) is rhar it implicirly and explicitly caries
values and ways of seeing, it lends itself to contradictory
interpretations and uncertain meanings, and it is intimately
related to how we experience and give meaning to the world.
Though I am simplifying many of the details here, the point is
that language and worldview affect each other in an ongoing
process of perception, construction, articulation, reproduction,
and legitimation of ideology.'z While language has opned
humans up to the world, thereby enhancing our experience of
Nature as a whole, it has also slowly clbsed Nature off to us by
reifying that Nature. Is language part of the problem that is the
"environmental crisis'? I believe so

In thls paper I want to briefly examine one aspect of the
relationship between human language and Nature, namely the
central role o[ metaphors in shaping human understandings o[
our relationship to Nature as a whole. The idea that metaphors
are central to how we view3 and relate to Nature will be familiar
to many reader; and it is a theme that bears further attention. I
will consider, then, what metaphors are and how they work, and
I will ask how, from an ecocentric perspective, we are to judge

the value of our metaphors of Nature.

My sense is that metaphor is perhaps the
Metaphors single most important aspect of language

and with respect to our views of Nature. Andin

Nature fact, numerous environmental thinkers have
noted the role o[ metaphor in the human

understanding of non human Nature, and consequently in how
we live in relation to It.

Many of these people have criticized particular
metaphors. Donald Worster's b ook N atur e's Econlmy, I or
example, provides a history of how the economic metaphor of
Nature, expressed in such wordsas "producers." "consumers." and
"biological richness." has pervaded scientific ecology's under-
standing of how Nature "works." Ilizabeth Dodson Gray, among
many others, hastaken aparr the anthropocentric and hierar-
chical view of Nature as a pyramid with humans as the pinnacle
of evolution (Dodson Gray, l98l; See also Livingston, 1985a). This
view is impl ied in phrasessuch as "lower orders of creation,"
"power over nature," and "subhuman species " She and others,
including Patrick Murphy (1988) and Annette Kolodny (1975),
have argued against the sex-typing of Nature as woman or
mother because of how it contributes to both gender stereotypes
and a potentially dualistic (humans and nature as separate
entities) and resourcist idea of Nature. fhus, tenns like "the rape
of nature," "virgin land," and the pronouns "she" and "her" to refer
to Nature may be problematic. Carolyn Merchant (1980) and
Moris Berman (1981 and 1986) have led rhe way in c tiquing the
destructive implications of the mechanistic metaphors of Nature
that emerged from the scientific revolutlon. and their successors,
the cybernetic metaphors that now seem to be in vogue (See also
Livingston, 1986). These reveal themselves in phrases such as
"repair the ecosystem," "the machinery of nature," and "bio-
computer." AndJohn Livingston (1981) has repeatedly chal-
lenged the metaphor o[ wild Nature as an agricultural crop, and
the resourcist and managerial assumptionsand practices that go
along with it. Thus, we see the terms "tree farm," "harvest the fish
stocks," and "weed s1xcies," among others.

These and other environmental thinkers have advo-
cated the adoption of alternative metaphors of Nature Stan
Rowe (1989, 1990a,1990b), for example, praises the idea o[
Nature as home, the place where we live, and the place we must
care for, rather than exploit. For Rowe. Nature is the "home-

sphere" that envelops us.a Hwa YolJung (1990:96; see also 1986)
and David Rothenberg (1990) have both suggested that the
metaphot o[  Natureas music prot  t , . leran evo(at iv(  senseo[
Natute asa ptocess o[ harmony in diversity. Thus,asJungputs
it, "to make the music of ecological harnronl, there needs to be

the orchestration of manydifferent beingsand things each of

which pldlis a distinct role" (emphasis added). Warwick Fox
( lsqO26l 262) suggesrs viewtng \ature as a tree. rr tth each
individual bejng seen as a leaI with its own identtty, yet also part

of the greater changing and growing whole, and alljoined to
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each other. And, numerous examples may be found where
Nature is characterized as a living being and even as Self,
particularly in the writings of deep/transpersonal/ecocentric
ecologists.

Even fewer environmental thinkers have explicitly
analyzed the relative merits of different metaphors of Narure.
Alan Wittbecker (1989). for example, looks at numerous
metaphors, including those of home. mother, father, sister,
brother, and sel[, and concludes that these metaphors are
counterbalances to the more degrading alternatives of mech-
anistic and atqmistic metaphors. More importantly, he notes
that Nature is simply itself, regardless o[ our metaphors. Along
slightly different Iines, Neil Evernden (1989) proposes three
broad categories into which ideas of Nature fall Nature as ob1ect,
Nature as sel[, and Nature as miracle. tle implies that it is to the
last category, the idea that Nature is miraculous, beautiful, and
mysterious, that we should turn for our n€w conceptions of
Nature. And Andrew Mclaughlin (1985:316) compares the
instrumentaland mechanistic view o[ Nature historically
perpetuated by science, the holistic process view o[ quantum
physics, and cybernetic images of humans as the controlling
thermostats in the system o[ Nature. with such altematives as an
"oral science" contextual and exp€riential image o[ Nature, an
"ecological" model's relational metaphor o[ "nature as an inte-
grared sysrem," and Buddhist notions of Nature which seek "to
facilitate the experience of nature bejore it is taken as a text to be
understood."

The precedingare but a few examples. but they do
suggest that metaphors are at the h€art o[ human conceptions of
Nature. I have a sense, though I may b€ wrong, that when ir
comes to giving meaning to Nature through language, there is
only metaphor. In other words, there are no literal, true, or
universal views o[ Nature that may be expressed in language
without resorting to metaphors. -fhere are only choices between
different ways of metapho cally characterizing Nature. Thus,
we "understand" Nature through the metaphors we proi?ct onto
It, sometimes in multiple layers.5 .

What I want todo now is not so much consider the
relative merits and shortcomings o[ the numerous metaphors of
Nature, but rather consider how we might judge the value of a
metaphor. This requires an idea o[ what metaphors are, inclu-
ding a consideration of whether they areas imponant as they
seem to be.

lnterpretations o[ what constitutes a
What metaphor nnge from the view that it is

Is a either an aberration of literal language or

Metaphor? stmply a literary device o[ poets to the view
- that all language istovaryingdegrees

metaphorical (See Booth, I979a and 1979b; Onony, l97q and
Black,1962). I am more persuaded by the arguments for a broad

interpretation o[ metaphor, particularly as elaborated by George

Lakoff and MarkJohnson (19805 and l), who say quite simply

that the "essence o[ metaphor is the understanding and

experiencing o[ one thing in terms o[ another," and argue'that
metaphor is pervasive in everyday li[e, notjust in language but
in thought and action." Two related points are important here:
the lxrvasiveness of metaphor and the fact that it is notjust a
linguistic phenomenon, but one that also affects how we think
and act in the world.

With respect to the assertion o[ pervasiveness, Lakolf
andJohnson argue the monumental idea that the human
conceptual system, our thinking, works by using metaphor, and
that much o[ what we perceive and experience, and how we
define our realities is related to metaphor That is, they are not
simply saying that our language unavoidably relies on metaphor
to communicate meaning (which it does), but that metaphorical
concepts systema(ically structure our understanding. Using
metaphors, we draw on our previous experiences and under-
standings o[ things and phenomena to help usexplain, interpret,
and understand new experiences, things and phenomena. Thus,
well structured conceptsare used to partially structue less
familiar concepts. Perhapsthe best example of this with respect

to Nature is Charles Darwin's use of capitalism's competitive
struggle as a panial model for the "mechanism" of natural
evolution (Worster. 1985. Chapter 8).

The ultimateground in which all this metaphorical
growth is rooted, argue Lakoff andJohnson, is our preconceptual
physical and emotional experience o[ the world, what they call
the'natural dimensions o[ experience." These inc]ude such
things as our understandingof three-dimensional space, our
bodies, our experience with physical objects, and our€xperience
of our environments (Lakoff andJohnson, 1980: Especially
Chapter l2). Thus, the growth of a system of metaphorical
concepts tends to movefrom the conclete to the abstract.

The work of Lakoff andJohnson suggests that languag€.

thought, and action areintimately linked. Similarly, Max Black
(1962 and 1979) suggesb an "interaction view" which sees
metaphor as a process of projection of a "system of associated
commonplaces" or "implications" from a subsidiary domain onto
a principal domain, thereby constructing a particular idea of the
principal subject. In doing thisthe "metaphor selects,
emphasizes, suppresses, and organizes features of the principal

subject by implying statem€nts about it that normally apply to

the subsidiary subtct" Glack,1962:4'1-45). Thus, a metaphor
acts to creat€ a way of understanding one thing by projecting
onto it a view of something else.

Another way of looking at this is that metaphors tend
to exen a son of perceptual hegemony over how thethings they

are being used to characterize are seen. In other words,
metaphors highlight certain perspectives and features, while
blocking out others, especially those that are incompatible wirh

the chosen metaphor. In this way, metaphors can keep us from

seeing and understanding things differently (Lakoff and

Johnson, 198010). Thisis especially the case with new and

abstract ideas and concepts, since our experience of them and

therefore our ability to see them in diflerent ways is limited.

In the extreme case of this perceptual moulding,

metaDhors can create, or to use Donald Schon's term' "generate"
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r€alities. What can happen is rhat by so conditioning our way of
seeing something, the metaphor can be taken as the whole truth
regarding that thing. Thus, in some cases, metaphors cease to be
perceived as metaphors and become literalized.

This notion of the ability of metaphor to creare a lireral
reality in our minds is a poinr rhar iswidely familiar within
environmental thought. For example, ecophilosopher Alan
Drengson (1984:3) suggesas rhat,

one of rhe pitfallsof the modem mind is rhar ir rends ro
literalize metaphor because it ties to r€duce everything ro one
level o[ meaning. k reifies the result, and rhen turns.the
resulting abslnc! "entities" into concrere "rcalities.'

Similarly, in speaking o[ resourcism and its view o[ all of Nature
as a resource for humans,John Livingston (1985a:4; 1986) says:

The "realrtres we percerve, in olher words. are socially and
culturally constructed. On€ such "realily'is rhe loral
dedication of naturc to rhe human purpose. All of narure is
one vast bank of raw marerials, exciusively earmarked for the
human enLerprse. The metaphor becomes rhe reality .

Or, asJohn Allan Lee (1988:25) puts it in sp€aking of th€
competing versions of reality expressed in the language
surrounding the East coast controversy over seal hunting, the
risk is that "what begins asa convenient metaphor may b€come
the official definition of reality."

Colin Turbayne s (1970.6) analysis of this process
focuses on mechanism and the extent to which Ren€ Descartes
and Isaac Newton were victimso[ rhe meaDhor of the clock-
work universe. Turbayne s main point is rhir a berter awareness
of the way metaphors affect our views, and in panicular shape
our metaphysical beliefs, might help us to avoid the same pitfall.
Obvious advice prerhaps. but worth re;xaring.

These literalizations are the times when the metanhor
has ceased to be apparenr ro those usrng it. When a metaphor
becomes transparent, or is taken literally, we may become
victims of it, since we are no longer able to recognize that it
reprexnts but a singular perspective. These are perhaps the
most powerful and dangerous metaphors since they disguise
themselves as literal truths. In the case of our metaDhors o[
Nature. however it is Nature rtsell that rs ult imately the most
severely victimized.

What this means isthat metaphors may vary in the
degree to which they are embedded in our everyday way o[
speaking and thinking, whether it be about more specific things,
or about the world and Naure as wholes. Aside from the visible-
rransparent analogy, another way o[ considering this is through
a metaphor of depth in the water. So, metaphors may range from
being surface metaphors which are much more apparent to tts as
metaphors, to depth metaphors which do not appear so
obviously as metaphors. Along the same lines, PaulChilton
(1988:60) uses the rather phallic concept of "metaphorical
p€netration," meaning "that some m€taphorical structures are

more firmly entrenched (and thus less noticed) in our language....
than others." A similar idea to this is suggested by Wayne Booth
(t979a:50-51) who contrasts metaphors that are used for
rhetorical effecr in specific sltuations. with metaphors that are
"embodied in a culture." and therelore pan o[ its habitual way of
speakingand thinkingof certain things. indeed of under
standing them.

It is important to remember here that I am s;xaking of a
sort of continuum for analytical purposes. Also, there is nothing
to say that certain expressions used for short term rhetorical
e[fect, may not also be part of a systematic conceptual structure.
Thus, as Andrew Ortony (1979:4) says. in the case o[ systems o[
metaphors, 'there often is a sentence level "root metaphor".., but
Irom it grow many shoots which, taken as a whole, constitute an
entire sysiem or way of lookingat things." l would suggest that it
is more accurate to s€e the sentence level metaDhors as the leaves
and flowers of the conceptual and cultural rooi

- Up to now,l have only spoken of metaphor as part o[
our cognition, but metaphors do more than in uence thought.
Thw. metaphors can also convey, evoke, or carry feelingsand
values, along with cognitive suggestions This process is
dependent on the connotations of the metaphor for the person
experiencing it. Paul Ricoeur (1979) thus argues that the
metaphorical process is notjust a martero[ cognition, but also
involves imagination and leelingj Erazim Kohdk (1984:55) goes
so far as to suggest that "a metaphor does not describe a fact-it
seeks to evoke a sense-..The meaning of metaphoric usage is
nonfactual and nonlormal."

Another point with respect tometaphors that is
interesting is that theydo not always work in a single direction.
That is, something that is characterized metaphorically (the
"principal" domain) using something else (the "subsidiary"
domain), may also give something back to that subsidiary
domain. This is more likely tooccur where the principal domain
is not entirely structured by the subsidiary domain. This idea is
expressed by Susan Sontag in her essay lllness as Metaphor. ln it.
she explores the relationships between our metaphors and our
realities, and particularly the ways that disease metaphorsaffect
our perceptions of situations. However, oneo[ her main points is
that diseases that are rlsed to metaphorically characterize social
situations are in turn themselves constructed by our experience
o[ those situations. Thus, she says, patients with cancer are
required to endirre the equating of their disease with the most
evil o[ situations:

Bur how to be morally severe in the late twentieth centuty?
How, when there isso much to besevere about;how, when we
have a sense of evil but no longer the religious orphilosophical
language ro nlk intelligenlly abour evil- Tryingto compre-
hend "radical" or "absolute" evil, we search for adequate meta-
phors. But, the modem disease metaphorc are al I cheap shors
The people who have the real dlsease are also hardly helped by
hearing rheir disease s name corlstantly being dropped as the
epitome of evil. Only in the mos( limitedserse is any
historicalevent or prcblem like an illness. (Sontag,1978€5)
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According to Sontag, not only does the comparison o[ cancer to
social evils af[ect how cancer patients feel. but it also alfects
how the disease itself is perceived.'fhus, unti l recently,cancer
was most often seen as likely to be fatal and therefore requiring
the most radical o[ treatments.

An example o[ this process with respect to the natura]
world may be seen in the use of such nature pepmtions as
.greedy as a pig." "the political wilderness," and "they acted like
animal.s." Such turns o[ phrase use facets o[ Nature to negatively
evaluate human personalities, conditions, behaviours, and other
concepts. In doing so. they serve to reinforce existing stereotypes
and misperceptions about those facets of Nature.

Bearing in mind that metaphors function
Evaluating both cognitively and emorively. theap-
Metaphors propriateness of a metaphor o[ Nature may

ofNature bejudged along two principal lines. First,
what sort o[ conceptual relationships does it

suggest lor borh Nature's internal organization, and the speciIic
place o[ humans in, or in relationship to. Nature? Thus, for
example. does the meraphor construct Nature as an integnted
whole, or as simply an assemblage of parts, or both? ln other
words, how reductionistic is it? AIso, are humans seen as "part"
o[ Nature, or as separate lrom It? Is it a dualistic metaphor? I
would alsoask whether the metaphor has the potential to rei[y
or resourcize Nature, but these arejust a few possible approaches.
The specificsof any analysis will depend on itsgoals and
context.

Second, what sorts of feelings towards Nature does th€
metaphor evoke? For example, does it suggest a positiveand
caring attitude, or does it lead to feelings o[ indifference or fear?
A possible third line o[ evaluation might be the relative
likelihood of the metaphor's becoming literalized. Thus,
metaphorsthat are less likely to be taken as literal rruths would
be more appropriate than those which are more easily reified. To
illustrate these points, a [bw examples are in order. '

Nature as home is an evocative image which is often
used directly in statements that argue for s€eing Natureas "our
home," and which is implied in the word "ecology" and its
derivatives. This metaphor has mixed values. It can connote an
ethic o[ care, for when we recognize the Earth as our home we
may be more inclined to take care o[ and respect It. Furthermore,
on a cognitive level it expresses rhe partial truth that Nature is
where we live. However, there is a difference between leeling at
home (rooted. havinga sense of place) in your community or in
Nature, and feeling that It isyour home. The dominant image o[
home in this society is that of house or apartment, and not
everyone bothers with housekeeping. Furthermore. it is poten-
tially an anthropocentric metaphor for it implies that humans
are the owners of the Earth, since the Nature Home is the place
where humans live. I[ the rest of Nature is our home, then
presumably we can do with it what we wish. Arguably, the
remodelling and redecorating arealready underway, making the
resourcist dimensions o[ the metaphor evident. Similarly, the
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metaphor is dualistic and reiIying in that it constructs an idea o[
Nature as a physical structure within which humans reside, and
not something that humans themselves partially constitute. In
addition to these problems, or perhaps underlying them. is the
likehhood of this metaphor being literalized; home is where we
live. and so is Nature. Finally, the notion of Nature as home may
be related to the problem o[ the increasing domestication of
Nature by humans. The home isa tame place and domestication
itsell means bringing into the home, so if all o[ Nature is home,
will all of Nature become managed and domesticated?

A second example, the metaphor of Nature as a living
being is becoming more widespread. lt may be seen in such
phrases as "healthy ecosystems." "skin of the planet," "face of the
earth." "poisoning the environment." "killing the world," "vio-

lence against the Earth," "cause the biosphere harm." "nourish the
soil." "healing the Earth," the death of Nature," add so on. It is an
appealing, but not readily apparent characterization; most often
irlies below the surface o[ our conscious consideradon. James
Lovelock seems to have taken this metaphor to its extreme limit
in that he literally believes the Eanh robe a living organism.

When considered, the living being metaphor is
evocative and non-reifying, but does not give a clear image o[
where humans figure in Narure. At its worst, it could lead to
such conceitsas "humans as the brain of Nature," making it a
decidedly anthropocentric-resourcist image, such as one finds in
Lovelock (For a critique, se€ Livingston, 1985b). Alternatively.
Nature as a living being might be seen as a separate entity from
humans (consider the implied human/nature dualisms in some
o[ the phrases cited above), making it a dualistic image. Further-
more, given the poor ways many humansnow treat each other,
not to mention most other living beings, th€re is no guarantee
that thissort of imagery will encourage less "violent" relations
between humans and the rest of Nature. On the other hand,
perhaps it is the case that our poor trearment o[ other beings is
already related to seeing them as non-living.

The metaphor o[ Nature as a tree is a [amiliar example
o[ organic imagery. Warwick Fox us€s this to characterize how
he sees humans in relation to theother beings o[ Nature and
Nature as a wholc we areall leaves on the tree, always in relation
with rhe other leaves, constitutive of the whole tree, and yet

reraining our individual identities. No particular entity isany
more important than any others. For Fox (1990:261-262), the
imagesuggests the ideas of nunuring. and o[ impermanence and

change. Funhermore. humans seem to have an affinity lor trees.
and not simply as resources, so the image is particularly
evocative and familiar. And, it is unlikely to be literalized.
Overall, I find this a compelling metaphor, althoughjust a bit
static, but perhaps that is more a function o[ myown percep-

tionso[ trees in comparison to the ability o[ other beings to move

around.
Finally, I also find the metaphor of Nature as music

interesting, although it is rarely expressed verbally other than in

the idea of living "in harmony with Nature." Theone person who

seems to make an exception to this is Hwa YolJung who says,
among other things that the harmony of Nature ' is a symphony



or an orchestration o[ the differentiared many" (ung, 1986:40).
This is both an evocative and potenrially cognitively appropdare
metaphor, with two possible exceptions.

Most people feel favourably about some form of music,
and music evokes powerful feelings of involvement; it is emo-
tionallyandkinaesthetically resondnt. Interestingly,Bruce
Berger (197&64) notes that environmentalists'tend to an interest
in music...wildly surpassing probability," and implies that there
may be deeper forces at work than we know relating music and
Nature. For example, there may be significant parallels between
how humans experience music and how we exp€rience non-
human Nature.T Cognitively the
metaphor is appealing becaux it
is an example of uniry in diver-
sity. Also in its favour is the fact
that music is a process; it is
ephemeral. Furthermore, the
metaphor conveysthe idea that
all beings, including humans, are
participating in the process, and
that all are needed to make the
proper music.

On the down sideare
the questions of whose idea of
harmony we are to seek and how
we are to know if we have
achieved it. There are many dif-
ferent ideas of what constitutes
musical harmony,just as there
are many different notions o[
what is an appropriate human
way of being in relation to the
rest o[ Nature.s Furthermore,
there is th€ potential for inter-
preting this metaphor amhro-
pocentrically by seeing humans
as the orchestra conductor, band
leader, etc. Despite these potential problems, I believe thar this
metaphor deserves further consideration, especially in conjun-
ction with the quest for new, non-domineer-ing ways o[ know-
ing Nature.

These are a few examples of what I consider to be the
more interesting alternative metaphors of Nature. However, as I
have indicated, these metaphors are not without their own po-
tential pitfalls. Different people will interpret them in different
ways, good and bad. All of this has made me wonder i[ this met-
aphorical reappraisal is not simplyresuhlng in some of the same
old vinegar being put into new bottles. This remains to be seen.

As with any analysis, the knife may be wielded along
various axes. To add to the understanding of metaphors that I
have proposed so far, I will now briefly note some of the trends
in metaphorical usage wirhin the critical environmental
discourse. Given that certain streams o[ ecophilosophy are
advocating a shift from the Western human view o[ Narure that
is anthropocenft ic, resourcist, hierarchical, reductionistic,

reifying, and dualistic, to a sense o[ Nature that is ec(rcentric.
non-domineedng, egalitarian. respectIul, holistic, process-
oriented, and relational. it is not surprising to see a similar shift
in metaphors

Firstly, it is interesting to note rhe shift in what Lakoff
andJohnson call image-schemas, as used to characterize Nature.
Historically, the pyramidal image-schema of an UP-DOWN
Nature has predominated, and it is still widespread. This is a
hierarchical. speciesist, dualistic, and ultimately anthropocentric
conception, since it places humans abovg and separate Irom non-
human Nature and serves to legitimate ideas of human

superiority. Recognizing this, environmental thinkers have
proposed an alternative image-schema-though I have not seen it
presented in this way-of Natureas a CONTAINER in which
humans live. In this view, humans are "within" Nature, "envel-
oped" by h, and "enfolded in" It. Nature is the "ecospherd' or rhe
"environment.'

Though it is meant to rectify the problems of the UP-
DOWN image, the CONTAINER image is also potentially
problematic. To the extent that it sugges$ an idea of Nature as
that which surrounds humans, making them the focal pornt and
object of concern, it is potentially anthropocentric. How much
difference is there between seeing non-human Nature as some-
thing human society rests upon, and seeing it as that which
surrounds human society? Furthermore. the CONTAINER
image-schema o[ Natwe still ponrays humans as separate from
Nature even though we are inside It, so in this way it is also
dualistic. A funher irony of this apparently improved image is
that it tends to reify Nature, by presentinga static view
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One o[ rhe other problems with this image is that when
humans are seen as "in Nature," there is a simplistic tendency to
assume that al I we do is therefore natural 'fhis can lead to the
belie[ that even nuclear weapons are narural. llowever,asAlan
Drengson (1990) has poinred out to me, it is not a logical con-
clusion to draw;just because we are of Nature does not mean that
all that we do is therefore natural.just asallthat men do is not
ipm JacLo male.

Two other image-schemasof Narure that Iigure in our
language are those of PARTS-WHOLE and BALANCE. The
PARTS-WHQLE image is expressed in the idea that "humans are
part o[ nature," and in such other terms as "component," "ele-
ment," "portion," and "[ragments" used to refer to facets of Nature;
in the word "whole" to refer to all o[ Nature; and in the
constructions "made up," "composed," and "structurad," among
others. There remains in such language, th€ implicit suggestion
of a reductionistic view o[ Nature.

The BALANCE of Nature imagery, as used, for example,
in statements about human activity being disruptiveto the
"balance of nature,'is problematic in that it tends to reifyNatue
This is essentially a romantic notion which seems to ignore the
constantly changing and dynamic aspects of Nature, and which
is often used asa rationalization lor human intervention in
natural processes-to ostensibly "maintain" the balance

I have already discussed the metaphor o[ Nature as
living being. This metaphor can be seen as a response to earlier
metaphors that constructed a dead Nature, for example as a
machine or asa commodity. Thtrs. another trend in metaphors
of Natureseems to be from a dead or inanimate to a living
Nature. Another such trend is from charactedzing Nature as a
collection of discrete entitiqs-a reductionistic way of s€eing-to
characterizing it as a unified entity, as holistic. Thus we have
images o[ Nature as, for example, a "biospherical net,' a web, an
organism, a mosaic, or a system. Unity and holism maybe
conveyed, but o[ten at the lo6s of some other dimension o[
ecocentdc conceptualizing. For example, the metaphor of
Nature as a Web of relations is somewhat reiflng.

A lunher trend is from s€eing Nature as a thing to
seeing It as procesl an antidote to the reification of Nature.
Systems metaphors such as that of the biocomputer, try convey
this. as does the music metaphor. But process is dillicult to
convey within a worldview that sees primarily things, and a
language that emphasizes things over events. At present there
are relarively few process metaphors o[ Nature.

Somewhat less Dositive than these three trendsare two
others. The first is a trend towards what I have already referred
to as systems or cybernetic metaphors. These include Nature as
computer, as spaceship, as information network, or most often as
a generic rlf-regulating system. These areapparently intended
to counteract mechanism and reductionism, however they seem
to be little more than sophisticated versionsof the sameold
ideas. Not an overly promising direction (See Berman,1986
Livingston, 1986). The other less than promising trend is that
from seeing Nature as a possession to seeing It as a partner. Thus
instead of speaking as if Nature were a resource, crop. or commo-
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diry-things humans use, some people speak of It assomething
we "work with," "[ollow." or "cooperate with." This is Natureas
business partner, an assumed relationship of willingness on the
part o[ Nature to "work" with its human facet. A variation on the
partner theme is Nature as romantic companion (real or
imagined), someone ro "love'' or someone that we have "raped."
However, it isa human conceit to assume that our love is
necessarily reciprocated. Such partner metaphors remain'
problematic in that they may be read in dualistic and
anthroDocentric wavs.

Be
Aware of
Images

Our language reflects th€ [act that we
conc€ptualize our experiences
metaphorically. What I havesaid about
metaphor shows that the way language
"works" is substantially diflererit from the

qbjectivist idea o[ human thought and action as being
independent of language By cr€ating limited realities and
condensing particular values onto things, metaphors legitimize
positions or responses to those things. Speci[ically, metaphors
are central to how humans conceive o[, feel for, speak about, and
act towaldsNature as a whole. And no mater how "natural" (in

the senses o[ both seeming literal and relating to Nature) certain
metaphors may seem, it is important to recall that they are only
social con$ructions of Nature, and partial ones at that.

we seem to be in a p€riod o[ transition and uncertainty.
We do not yet havea new uni[ying paradigm or metaphor for
Nature, and rhis,l think, is good. lt gives lrs time ro approach it
purposefully, critically, and reflectively.o This allows us to do
what Andrew Mclaughlin (1985318) suggests:be more aware of
which metaphors and images we choose to characterize Nature:

Seeingthe fundamental gapbetween thought and
nonconceptual reality lessens, and mayend cornpletely, the
attachment ro any particular way of viewing reality. This
would free us to see that the images we have o[ naturc arc not
reflectionsof rhe reality of nature. In facr,rhey involve
fundamental choices of how to image the world within which
we exist, and how we choose to look at nature delermines, in a
most lundamental way, howwe treat nature.

I have suggested that an ecocentric sensibility requires a
new language and that new metaphors are an important pan o[
this. I have argued that our new metaphors need to be both
evocatively powerful and cognitively practical;they must evoke
positive feelings about Nature, and sugg€st a conception that
leads to humility, respect, and non-exploitive ways o[ living.
Furthermore, we need metaphors that are not likely to be
literalized and that are flexible and adapdve to individual ways
of seeing. The mai>rity of the alternatives that have so far
emerged seem to fall down on cenain dimensions o[ the
anthropocentdc-resourcist way of seeing Nature, while
improving on others. This search for "better" metaphors of
Nature is an ongoing quest.



Notes

rArguably we live in a multiplicity of worlds, but also arguably the two
which I am referring to are fundamental in rhe sense oI being
foundarional.

)Thesubject o[ the relationship between language and worldview may
be explored in many places Along rrith the orher works cired in rhis
paper, lhave found Whorf (1956) and Rosenthal(1984) useful.

rBy 'view" of Nature I mean the attitudes, knowledge, beliefs, and values
that make up how we feel and think abouc the natural world.
Admittedly 'view" is indicative of a visr-ral bias which is pan of our
problem in perceivitrg N ature, so "senses," as suggested to me byJacquie
Pearce,might be a better metaphor-

+ Rowe remindsus that'ecology" comes from the Creek word oiftos,
meantng home. thus. the ecosphere isthe home-sphere.

rThe layering of metaphorc may be seen in the work ofJames Lovelock
(e.g. 1979). He labels Nature 'Gaia" (Nature as mother, goddess), says lt is
a unilied organism (Nature asliving being), and characterizes lt as a
cybemetic syst€m.

6Despite using two words-thought and leeling-l do nor see the process
as involving two discrete acrivities. Rarher,l see thoughr and feelingas
intimately i enwined and inseparable anyway!

TFor discussions o[ music and nature frcm an epistemological
perspective seq for example,Jung (1986) and Rothenberg(1990).

3On thewhole problem of our nor being able to "know'Nature, s€e, for
exarnple, Evemden(1985 alld 1992) and Bird (1987).

qThis is the approach advocated by Morris Berman who isconsisten(ly
critical of the ease with which humansinthe West seem to adopt new
paradigms See Berman (1987 and 1989).
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